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Goals for Today

1. Know Your Child

2. Be Firm and Realistic

3. Be Detailed

Key Ideas:
● School is demanding!
● Successful students have some key 

habits.
● When used effectively, students can 

use these habits in middle school, high 
school, and even college!

● Everyone is different, and effective 
study habits vary.



STEP 1: Know Your Child

● How does your child learn best?
○ Visual

○ Auditory

○ Kinesthetic

○ Verbal

○ Physical

● Everyone falls into one of these categories:
○ Solitary learner

○ Social learner

● Also
○ Intrinsic

○ Extrinsic



Learning Styles

Find out the learning style!

http://bit.ly/WWSlearningstyles


Other Things to Know About Yourself

● Morning Bird or Night Owl?

● Desk or Floor?

● 30 Minutes or 60 Minutes?

● Silence or White Noise?



STEP 2: Be Firm and Realistic

● Create a time chart which includes everything that you do.
○ School

○ Work

○ Family

○ Sports

○ Other Lessons

○ Appointments

○ Eating

○ Sleeping

● All 24 hours needs to be accounted for.



Time Chart

Fill this in with everything that cannot be moved.



Time Chart Tips

● Fill chart in with everything that cannot be moved (appointments, lessons, 

sports practice).

● Fill in study time in doable increments (30 minutes?  60 minutes?)

● Once you fill in your study time, treat it like you do appointments, practices, 

lessons.

● Schedule fun things to!  (Trip to the movies, time with friends, etc.)

● It is possible to study too much!  Use your time effectively.

● Prepare for distractions!  What will you do when temptation comes your way?



STEP 3:  Be Detailed

● Establish one or two realistic goals.
○ Raise current GPA?

○ Earn a B on the next test?

○ Turn in all homework assignments on time?

○ Stay organized?

● Make a list of what you need to do in order to meet those goals.
○ Stay current on reading material.

○ Review notes each evening.

○ Explain to someone else what was learned in class.

○ Finish homework and turn it in on time.



One Final Tip:  Study Rhythm

● Make a list of everything that needs to be accomplished and prioritize the list.

● Set timer for 25 minutes and focus on one task.

● Set timer for 5 minutes and take a break (get your blood flowing).

● Set timer for 25 minutes and focus again.

● Repeat. . .

Research shows this rhythm much more effective than cramming 4 or 5 hours.



Questions?


